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WELCH ALLYN DESK CHARGING SETS
WA71794-BUNDLE

Category: Winter Sale  >  Diagnostic  >  Tour Products  >  Diagnostic Sets  >  Shop All
Price: £1,009.01

Date Printed: 29/03/24

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This compact, portable desk unit provides convenient drop-in
charging of instrument handles for constant, automatic safe
charging and optimum lamp performance and life.
 

The coloured LEDs indicate power to the unit and the charging handles. The docking station accepts 3.5V or 2.5V NiCad, Lithium-Ion
and Pockestscope handles

 

Choose between 

Pneumatic Set
Operating Set

 

Key Features

 

Coaxial Ophthalmosope:

6 apertures for all  general and specialist use
8 lenses -25 to +40 diopters for better resolution
Rubber brow rest prevents scratching of glasses
Illuminated lens dial clearly identifies settings
Coaxial optical system for shadow-free spot and easier entry into the undilated pupil
Crossed linear polarizing filter to reduce corneal reflection
Red-free filter for use with any aperture
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18 possible aperture combinations for greater versatility
Sealed optics for better dust protection

 

Operating Otoscope:

Open system for convenience during procedures
Rotatable lens and speculum for ease of use
Fibre optic illumination for cool light

 

Pneumatic Otoscope:

Rotating lens with ultra-seal for pneumatic 
Fibre optic illumination for cool light

 

3.5 V Rechargeable Handle:

Economical—long-lasting rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery included
Sure grip—smooth, non-abrasive knurled finish ensures a no-slip grip
Chrome-plated brass handles with durable, long-life construction
Safety switch to prevent accidental draining of the battery
Metal head connectors for durability

 

3.5 V Universal Desk Charger:

Advanced circuitry for constant automatic safe charging and optimum lamp performance and life
Compact for convenience and mobility
Compact charger base measures only 3-3/8” (86 mm) x 7-1/4” (184 mm)
Optional wall brackets for permanently mounting to wall or cabinet

 

The operating NiCad rechargeable desk diagnostic set also includes 3 x polypropylene specula (4,5 & 7mm).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  

Animal Small Animal

SKU WA71794-bundle

Size Small

Colour/Style Black

Brand Welch Allyn

Digital No
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Good to know...

At Burtons we know you have a choice to shop with us,  that is why we always aim to delight our customers with a fast,  easy, shopping
experience. Making and sourcing only the best products we can find to fit your needs.Price Matching: We regularly check all  our prices
against competitors so you don’t have to.  If  you do find a like for like product cheaper we will  aim to not just match it,  but beat
it!Backorders: All  back ordered items will  be ordered and shipped as quickly as we can to you. Special  order items may take up to 4
weeks. Once ordered a member of our team will be in contact to keep you informed of estimated delivery dates.Returns Policy: You may
return new, unworn or unused products within fourteen (14) days of delivery for a full refund of the cost of the goods, or an exchange if
preferred. This is on top of your statutory rights
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